Crypto

AKJ Crypto plc launched Fund of Funds for digital assets
AKJ Crypto plc has launched AKJ Digital Assets FoF (“FoF”), a fund of funds that provides
stakeholders with risk-mitigated access to the cryptoeconomy. The FoF is managed by
leading cryptocurrency and investment experts and allows professional investors to
“get off zero”, following leading global institutions that have begun to allocate
resources to crypto.

The FoF invests in top performing hedge funds on the AKJ Crypto platform, allowing
access to a diversified portfolio of digital assets and investment strategies. The FoF will
appeal to traditional investors, as it is fully regulated and provides a seamless bridge
between the fiat and crypto asset universes. Institutional and professional investors
can buy into the FoF, through the purchase of AKJ Tokens, by registering their interest
at www.akjtoken.com.

Capital Allocation Programs
Free cash on the AKJ Crypto platform will primarily be held in the FoF to provide seed
and accelerator capital for fund managers. For AKJ Token holders, the FoF offers access
to capital appreciation from managed exposure to digital assets, generated by top
managers. The platform’s merit-based and strategy-aligned Capital Allocation
Programs are designed to attract top, emerging crypto fund managers onto the
platform.
Commenting on the launch, Neal Mitra, CEO of AKJ Crypto plc said: “Crypto has been
retrenching for the future and investors now have an attractive entry point to
participate in the long-term development of this market. The market appears to have
stabilised, and we are uniquely positioned to participate in its growth by providing
investors with a regulated, institution-grade offering”.
The AKJ Crypto platform comes from the same experienced team behind the multiaward winning AKJ Hedge Fund Platform. AKJ Crypto plc is part of AK Jensen Group
Limited, established in 1995 and owned by shareholders with over US$18 billion in
assets under management. The group serves hedge fund and institutional clients in 35
countries around the world.
Disclosure Notice: Capital is at risk with this investment opportunity.

About AKJ Crypto plc
AKJ Crypto plc, a subsidiary of AK Jensen Group Limited, provides a full-service platform for
crypto hedge fund managers, and diversified participation for institutional investors in the
cryptoeconomy through the AKJ Token. The turnkey platform includes fund formation, legal and
regulatory infrastructure, trading systems, back office support, and seed and accelerator
capital. AKJ Digital Assets FoF is authorised and regulated by the Malta Financial Services
Authority.
https://www.akjtoken.com/
https://www.akj.com/

